
SIMPLE PINTEREST TIPS TO 
INCREASE TRAFFIC TO YOUR SITE

G R O W  Y O U R  T R I B E  T H R O U G H  P I N N I N G

HAVEN'T CONSIDERED 
PINTEREST?

GETTING PIN SAVVY
WeBlogNorth have put together some good-practice 

pinnning advice for you - use it and master it to see your 

traffic increase within a week! Really, it makes such a 

difference!

CHOOSING THE BEST PHOTO TO PIN

This bit is simple - keep it portrait! Pinterest loves portrait photos, it looks better in the feed and  
they get more pins! Ideally a ratio of 600px x 900px is about right, but Canva has a pre-set 
template  
that you can use to keep it simple. If you want to use inforgraphics, tall and thin - that's the key! 

Then either use a really wow photo that'll blow everyone away and make them want to pin it, or 
choose a photo that really clearly encapsulates what your blog post is talking about.  

Your pin will link directly back to your blog post, you see. You can either pin it from your website, or 
copy and paste the URL into Pinterest and it'll pick up the pins that way. Either way, it must link 
back to your content or it's a waste of good traffic!

Lots of content creators still under-utilise Pinterest, 
which is a good thing for us as it means we're ahead of 
the curve! 

Pinterest is not a social media platform - instead it's a 
search engine...think Google, but more visual! 

Being a search engine means millions of users 
everyday are looking for content just like yours! How 
are they going to find it, if you don't "pin" it!?Add a little 
bit of body text
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TEXT OVERLAYS & GRAPHICS
A really cool thing with Pinterest is people like seeing 
exactly what they're clicking-through to. Some photos  
stand alone and say exactly what they need to say to 
get people pinning, but some might need a little help... 
that's where spending 10 minutes editing your image  
can really make a world of difference to your Pinterest 
traffic.  

I use Canva as it's so simple and largely free! This is an
example of one of my pins. I love the photo but I want 
people to see that the blog post is actually about mental 
well-being and some tips I've pulled together. So a 
simple overlay with my blog title and tag-line and the 
heading of the post, means that people will see it in their 
Pinterest feed and hopefully be more likely to pin it! 

Here's a couple more examples of this being done well 
... 

More eye-catching isn't it when you're looking for 
something specific?

"I followed these 
steps for a week 

and saw my 
traffic increase by 

more than 6 
times! Genuinely!" 
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THE CAPTION & USING #'S

When you visit or save a pin, you'll notice there is often a caption of writing underneath the image. 
Sometimes it's just a bit of nonsense as it's been saved by someone to a personal board. But for 
anyone Pinterest-savvy like us, this will be an overview of the blog-post the pin links through to 
and will entice the pinner to click and save your pin! 

You're limited to how much you can write, so keep it snappy, like a tweet. Use key words like you 
would when writing your blog post and make it clear exactly what you're pin is about. If it's about 
parenthood, use that terminology, interiors? food? be clear! 

Also including a call to action or adding a sense of mystery will help encourage people to click- 
through. 
eg. "...want to know just how I achieved the perfect work-life balance? Click through to see my 
5 top tips..." 

#'S ARE YOUR FRIEND! 
Just like on your social media platforms, Pinterest uses #'s too, to help you find the content you're 
looking for. So make sure people can find yours! Pick 3 or 4 of your key words or terms and use 
them as #'s so that your pin is more likely to come up when someone searches. See a couple of 
examples below of my pins using #'s. 
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THE BOARDS

You can't really have too many boards, just make them clear and specific when you title them! 

Let people know they can see more of what they've already pinned, but going through to your 
board on the subject. Also, an important thing...make a board specifically for your blog posts! It's a 
great way of storing your content in one place and your followers will learn where they can find 
your latest content easily! 

It's also worth pinning the same pin to multiple boards if you can, as it'll give it more 
opportunities to be seen across a variety of searches. eg. you might have written a post about 
parenting which would go in your "parenting" or "family" board, but also your "lifestyle" board and 
perhaps 'self-help"...think laterally! 

We get onto this next, but make sure you're pinning your own pins to your boards, as well as 
other peoples'!
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THE 70/30 RULE

You'll probably hear me talking about this a lot 
at WeBlogNorth...I often remind content 
creators to think about the content they are 
sharing across all channels, be it social media, 
or Pinterest, as a 70/30 split.  

70% someone else's content, interacting, 
commenting, liking, pinning 
30% your own content, sales messages, call- 
to-action 

No one likes being bombarded with someone's 
content or products continually, it's too "sell sell 
sell"! Instead, use other people's content to 
support your own, invite discussion and interact 
with your audience.  

This is the same with Pinterest. I'd say for every 
3 pins you share of your own, share 7 of 
someone else's! So if you look at my recent 
pins, you'll see there's plenty of others, 
interspersed with my own...it feels more natural 
and people will like the variety! 

Don't forget those captions though! Tweak 
them, add your own words and #s...use your
knowledge to make those pins more 
searchable, even if they're someone else's. 
Because if someone finds them on your feed, 
they're going to be looking at your pins too!

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/hgl_blog/pins/
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AND FINALLY...

Try to pin every day if you can! 

It doesn't mean you have to spend hours on Pinterest every day, even just 10-15 mins will really 
make a difference to the traffic going through to your blog, if you follow the steps above! 

I followed these steps for a week and saw my trap increase by more than 6 times! Genuinely! 

Now I'm not perfect and I don't pin everyday and I sometimes forget to pin my latest blog-post 
when I'm busy. BUT, when I am on it and utilise this strategy, the Pinterest analytics show a much 
higher increase of traffic going through to my boards and consequently, my blog! 

My average monthly viewers on Pinterest went up from c. 1,500 to nearly 60,000 in just over a 
month:

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/hgl_blog/pins/
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YOUR HOMEWORK

Don't think about going back to past pins and re-doing them..it's not worth 
it! Just start a fresh from now, with your new-found knowledge of pinning! 

1. Choose a recent blog post that you'd like to see more traffic coming-in to. 
Then choose the most pin-able photo (there night be 2 or 3!) from that blog 
post. Make sure it's portrait and fits the rough dimensions mentioned above.  

2. With at least 1 of those images, upload it into Canva and use a simple 
template or editing tools to overlay some text to explain exactly what that pin 
is all about. Keep it simple! 

3. Go back to your blog-post and upload this imagine into the blog-post...it's 
best it being pinned directly from there. BUT if you don't want it to be in your 
blog-post, then you can upload the image directly into Pinterest and add the 
URL of the blog-post manually.  

4. An extra little tip here...if you do use the image from your blog-post, go into 
the editing options and change the ALT Text of the photo to your caption 
wording. It may seem weird and way too long, but there's no restriction on 
characters for ALT Text. So by pasting your caption here, it'll mean it pulls 
directly into Pinterest when you go to pin the image from your blog.  

5. Add a few well-chosen #'s and then pin to at least 2 of your boards. 
Immediately after this, go and pin 5 or 6 of other peoples' content and then 
sit back and watch the traffic increase.  

6. Do this everyday for a week and check your analytics to see the growth!

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/hgl_blog/pins/
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YOUR HOMEWORK

Then share your thoughts, successes, struggles on the WeBlogNorth 
private members Facebook group.  

We're all learning and sharing our experiences makes us all better! 

It's great to see what other people are doing, what's working for them and 
how other people are pinning, so do use the group to let us know! 

We also have a WeBlogNorth Members group board, so if you'd like to start 
pinning to that, please let me know on the Facebook group!

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/hgl_blog/pins/

